Saturday, August 27, 2011 at 10:00 AM
An 18% Buyer’s Premium is charged on All
Purchases (If the Payment Method is cash or check). Buyer’s premium is
otherwise 22%.

READ AUCTION RULES, ESPECIALLY WITH REGARDS TO OBTAINING A BIDDER
NUMBER, PAYMENT & REMOVAL OF PURCHASED LOTS

AUCTION CONDUCTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 2328 OF THE COMMERCIAL CODE AND
SECTION 535 OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE PENAL AND CIVIL CODES

Absentee bids: D.G.W. Auctioneers will execute bids for absentee bidders submitted in advance of the sale. D.G.W. Auctioneers assumes no responsibility for failure to execute any bid, and absentee bids are subject to the conditions of the sale. Absentee bidders should call the D.G.W. Auctioneers the day following the sale after 10:00 AM to ascertain if they are the successful bidder.

No Warranty – All Items Are Sold “AS IS”: D.G.W. Auctioneers & the consignor do not warrant any lot to be merchantable or to be suited to any purpose, and they do not assume any risk, liability or responsibility to any person as to authenticity, genuiness, culture, source, origin, attribution, period, purpose or measurement of any lot.

Removal: Please DO NOT REMOVE any item purchased until after the auction, at which time an attendant will assist you if required. Items not removed within the published collection times will incur a storage charge of $5.00 per day per lot.

Payment: to be made on Auction Day
Collection times: Saturday, August 27, 2011 until 5 PM
Sunday, August 28, 2011: 9AM – 1PM.

BUYERS MUST PROVIDE THEIR OWN PACKING MATERIALS.
FOR THE REMOVAL OF HEAVY ITEMS,
BUYERS MUST PROVIDE THEIR OWN ASSISTANTS.

UPCOMING AUCTIONS:
Public General Estates Auction: **Saturday, September 10, 2011**
Public General Estates Auction: **Saturday, September 24, 2011**
1. COLLECTION OF ASSTD. VINTAGE COMIC BOOKS. 1/4" X 1". (8.74 OZT INCL. WOOD LINER).

2. (2) BOXES OF ASSTD. RECORDS INCL. 45S, LPS, 78S ETC.

3. GROUP OF VINTAGE CLOTHES AND TEXTILES.

4. RICKENBACKER "ELECTRO" 6-STRING ELECTRIC LAP GUITAR WITH CASE.

5. CIRCA 1900S DOLL SHIPPING TRUNK WITH CLOTHES.

6. WILCOX & GIBBS SEWING MACHINE. JULY 4, 1871.

7. VICTORIAN SPOOL / KNITTING STAND WITH TURNED SPINDLES (VARYING SIZES) AND FIVE RECEPTACLES. ON TRIPOD SPLAYED LEGS.

8. MID 20TH C. FULL LENGTH RABBIT FUR COAT AND CAP.

9. PAIR OF DROP CRYSTAL TABLE LAMPS WITH RUBY GLASS SHADES.

10. QUEEN ANNE STYLE 3-DRAWER DRESSING TABLE (LOWBOY).

11. OIL ON CANVAS, QUAYSIDE IN HOLLAND BY H. WAGNER (PRIMARILY KNOWN AS GEORG FISCHHOFF, AUSTRIA 1859 - 1914). IN GILT WOOD FRAME, SIGNED LOWER RIGHT. (SIGHT: APPROX. 20 X 31.5"
OVERALL: APPROX. 25.5" X 37.5").

12. FRAMED OIL ON CANVAS, PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN, SIGNED L/R, H. RASCHEN 1901. (APPROX. 11 1/2" X 9 3/4").

13. GROUP OF ASSTD. METALWARE INCL. STERLING SILVER TRAY, COASTERS ETC.

14. CAMUSSO PERU STERLING SILVER LIDDED BOX, FITTED WITH A 2-PART WOOD LINER. STAMPED: PERUANA PLATA, ESTERLINA 925 CAMUSSO. (APPROX. 6 1/2" X 4

15. GORHAM STERLING SILVER COMPOTE. (APPROX. 3.5" X 7").

16. PAIR OF GORHAM STERLING SILVER CANDLE HOLDERS.

17. PAIR OF SHREVE & CO. STERLING SILVER TRIDENT FORKS / SPOONS, HAND HAMMERED.

18. BRONZE SWORDFISH.

19. STERLING SILVER SAUCE BOAT. (#2241, APPROX. 5" X 8").

20. A. HIRSCHMAN STERLING SILVER ART NOUVEAUX OPEN WORK VASE WITH ORCHID DESIGN AND GLASS INSERT. (APPROX. 7" TALL).

21. TIFFANY & CO. STERLING SILVER BOX. ARABESQUE MEDALLION DECORATION, PIANO HINGED LID AND WOOD LINED INTERIOR. MARKED: "TIFFANY & CO. 18496B MAKERS 3432 STERLING SILVER 925-1000 M". FIRST HALF 20TH C. (APPROX. 9 1/4" X 5 3/4" X 1 1/2").

22. CARVED JADE CUP ON ENAMELED BASE. (APPROX. 3" TALL, 2" DIA).

23. ART DECO STERLING SILVER CARD/ CIGARETTE CASE. MARKED 18K AND STERLING. (APPROX. 4 3/4" X 3").

24. STERLING SILVER DINNER BELL.

25. CIRCA 1930S ORIENTAL HAND MIRROR WITH JADE HANDLE AND PORCELAIN FIGURAL MEDALLION. (APPROX. 9.5" LONG).

26. STERLING SILVER OBLONG DISH WITH BEADED RIM. (APPROX. 7" X 5.5").

27. IVORY METAL MOUNTED DARNING TOOL.
28. GROUP OF ASSTD. STERLING AND COIN SILVER SPOONS. (19).
29. PAIR OF SHREVE & CO. STERLING SILVER SHAKERS (#5491). (APPROX. 7" TALL).
30. (12) STERLING SILVER TEASPOONS.
31. PAIR OF HAND PAINTED PORCELAIN AND GLASS, DROP LUSTER TABLE LAMPS.
32. WALNUT 3-DOOR SIDEBOARD.
33. SETH THOMAS OAK CASED MANTEL CLOCK.
34. LOUIS XV STYLE CARVED GILT WOOD MIRROR.
35. CIRCA 1940 SERPENTINE 4-DRAWER DROP FRONT DESK.
36. FRAMED PEN AND INK DRAWING. ANDRE DUNOYER DE SEGONZAC, (FRENCH, 1884 - 1974). SIGNED IN LOWER MARGIN. PUBLISHER'S STAMP IN LOWER RIGHT CORNER. "STUDY OF TWO FIGURES". (SIGHT: APPROX. 13" X 24.5") (OVERALL: 25" X 36").
37. FENDER TELECASTER ELECTRIC GUITAR #MZ8121884 WITH STAND AND BAG.
38. COLLECTION OF LADIES' VINTAGE SCARVES AND GLOVES INCL. ATTELIER VERSACE SCARF.
39. PAIR OF CIRCA 1930S ORIENTAL RED LACQUER, LIDDED CHESTS.
40. 1930S OAK ADJUSTABLE PIANO STOOL.
41. CYLINDER FORM SINGLE DOOR MARBLE TOP CABINET.
42. GROUP OF ASSTD. LINENS.
43. MAHOGANY 4-SHELF REVOLVING BOOKCASE.
44. GERMAN BLACK FOREST WALL CLOCK.
45. BIGGS 2-DRAWER DROP SIDE TABLE.
46. FRAMED OIL ON BOARD, "SHIPS AT SEA", SIGNED L/R, K G HOLMBERG (KARL GUSTOV HOLMBERG, SWEDEN 1916). (SIGHT: APPROX. 3.5" X 7", OVERALL: APPROX. 9.5" X 12.5").
47. CIRCA 1900S ELECTRIFIED OIL LAMP.
48. (3) LLADRO PORCELAIN FIGURES WITH BOXES.
49. (2) CONTEMPORARY KACHINA DOLLS, SIGNED.
50. (8) HUTSCHENREUTHER PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATES.
51. (3) LLADRO PORCELAIN FIGURES WITH BOXES.
52. PAIR OF SAMSON HEXAGONAL BOTTLE FORM VASES WITH BRASS MOUNTED FOOT AND RIM.
53. PAIR OF FRENCH CHINESE EXPORT STYLE PORCELAIN SCALLOP FORM DISHES.
54. BACCARAT CRYSTAL VASE.
55. (12) WATERFORD CRYSTAL WATER GLASSES.
56. (3) RAINBOW ART GLASS ITEMS.
57. OAK ROLL TOP DESK.
58. FRAMED DRAWING, CHARCOAL ON PAPER, STUDY OF A SEATED NUDE. (APPROX. 16" X 12").
59. CIRCA 1940S GILT METAL 8-LIGHT CHANDELIER.
60. GILT FRAMED BEVELED GLASS MIRROR.
61. (4) ORIENTAL ROSEWOOD STANDS.
62. JAPANESE 3-SHELF TANSU CHEST WITH 6 SLIDING DOOR AND 2 DRAWERS.

ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
63. FRAMED OIL ON BOARD, IMPRESSIONIST DESSERT SCENE, SAGUARO CACTUS SCENE, SIGNED L/R. (OVERALL: APPROX. 11" X 18.5").

64. (5) ORIENTAL STANDS.

65. JAPANESE 3-SECTION STACKING TANSU CHEST. FIVE DRAWERS AND FOUR DOORS.

66. (4) HERMAN MILLER FIBERGLASS CHAIRS, MID 20TH C.

67. ORIENTAL BRONZE CRANE FIGURE.

68. MAHOGANY 3-STEP LIBRARY LADDER.

69. CHINESE PORCELAIN VASE AND 2 CUPS.

70. (2) CONTINENTAL HAND PAINTED PORCELAIN LIDDED, 2-HANDLED MINIATURE URNS.

71. (3) GOEBEL COLLECTOR PLATES AND 4 MINI DISHES.

72. AMERICAN CUT CRYSTAL BOWL AND ONE OTHER.

73. (2) LLADRO PORCELAIN FIGURES.

74. GROUP OF WATERFORD CRYSTAL STEMWARE. (APPROX. 24 PCS).

75. TWO 19TH C. STAFFORDSHIRE PEARLWARE OVAL FOOTED COMPOTES BLUE GROUND WITH GREEN LEAVES IN RELIEF, GILT PAINTED DETAIL, BROWN RIM AND FOOT RIM. IMPRESSED MARK. (APPROX. 10 1/4" X 9" X 2 1/4").

76. PAIR OF WATERFORD CRYSTAL CANDLESTICKS AND A WATERFORD VASE.

77. PAIR OF JAPANESE OKIMONO IVORY FIGURAL LAMPS.

78. PAIR OF UPHOLSTERED TALL WING BACK ARMCHAIRS.

79. NORITAKE "VARIATION IN GOLD" DINNER SERVICE FOR 12.

80. MAHOGANY GALLERIED TILT TOP LIBRARY TABLE, "THOMAS W. MORGAN INC. LOS ANGELES".

81. RALPH STACKPOLE, (1885-1973), CHARCOAL ON PAPER, "STUDY OF A RECLINING NUDE". (SIGHT: APPROX. 9" X 13").

82. ORLEANS FURNITURE CO. CONTEMPORARY GREEN MARBLE TOP SIDEBOARD.

83. GILT FRAMED WALL MIRROR.

84. FRAMED PRINT, "THE ALCHEMIST" BY ADRIAEN VAN OSTADE, (DUTCH, 1610 - 1685). ENGRAVED BY J.C. BENTLEY. (APPROX. 9" X 9.5").

85. CONTEMPORARY COMPOSITION FIGURAL PUTTI WITH DOG FLOOR LAMP.

86. CONTEMPORARY OAK CIRCULAR TELESCOPING TABLE.

87. "J. ROYALE" UPHOLSTERED 2-SEAT SOFA WITH ACCENT PILLOWS.

88. REGENCY STYLE FRUITWOOD SERVING TRAY ON FOLDING STAND.

89. CHINESE REVERSE PAINTED MIRROR. OCTAGONAL MIRROR PANELED FRAME. THE REVERSE PAINTING DEPICTING 8 IMMORTALS ON RIVER BANKS.

90. GEORGE III INLAID MAHOGANY CHEST OF DRAWERS. LATE 18TH CENTURY.

92. CHIPPENDALE STYLE 2-DRAWER FRIEZE WRITING DESK WITH TOOLED LEATHER TOP, RAISED ON CABRIOLE LEGS WITH CLAW FEET. WITH A QUEEN ANNE STYLE CHAIR.
93. EASTLAKE STYLE MARBLE TOP WASH STAND WITH MIRROR.
94. CHINESE PORCELAIN OX BLOOD RED GLAZED VASE. (DRILLED AND MOUNTED AS A TABLE LAMP).
95. (2) PIANO SHAWLS.
96. FRAMED ORIENTAL WOODBLOCK PRINT, "THREE MUSICIANS AND A DANCER". (APPROX. 7.5" X 11.5").
97. OAK SINGLE DRAWER CHILD’S DESK WITH ARTS AND CRAFTS CHAIR AND STOOL.
98. ROBERTS BROTHERS LADIES’ FUR COAT.
99. REED AND BARTON STERLING SILVER FLATWARE SERVICE. (71 PCS).
100. BOHEMIAN CRYSTAL VASE WITH HAND PAINTED EDGE AND GILT DECORATION. (APPROX. 14 1/4" TALL).
101. (6) CRYSTAL STEMMED GLASSES WITH GILT DECORATION.
102. (2) ORIENTAL BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN BOWLS.
103. SHREVE & CO. STERLING SILVER FOOTED DISH. (APPR. 10.5 DIA). (#2332, 13.88 OZT).
104. HAND PAINTED ORIENTAL EGG SHELL PORCELAIN DISH. (WITH BOX).
107. ORIENTAL JADE TEA POT. (APPROX. 3" TALL, 6" LONG).
108. CHINESE GILT SILVER FILIGREE AND ENAMEL PHOENIX FIGURE WITH TURQUOISE CABOCHONS, ON INLAID WOOD STAND. (OVERALL: APPROX. 8 1/4" TALL).
110. (2) CUT CRYSTAL VASES. (APPROX. 11.5" & 8" TALL).
111. (2) 19TH C. ORIENTAL HAND PAINTED BLUE AND WHITE CHARGERS. (APPROX. 12" & 8" DIA).
112. CHINESE SCROLL, WATERCOLOR, DEPICTION OF A MAN, SIGNED UPPER RIGHT.
113. CAUCASIAN SUMAC HAND WOVEN RUG WITH ANIMAL FIGURAL MOTIF. (APPROX. 9' X 6').
114. ITALIAN MURANO STYLE ART GLASS VASE. (APPROX. 14 3/4" TALL).
115. PROVINCIAL STYLE SOFA TABLE.
116. QUEEN ANNE STYLE, NEST OF (3) WALNUT TABLES.
117. EARLY 20TH C. OAK DROP LEAF PEDESTAL TABLE.
118. (3) ORIENTAL SCROLLS.
119. PAIR OF MODERNIST GLASS TOP OPEN NIGHTSTANDS.
120. CIRCULAR BEVELED GLASS TABLE WITH 4 WOVEN AND METAL CHAIRS.
121. DROP AND SWAG CRYSTAL 10-LIGHT CHANDELIER.

ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
122. ORIENTAL BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN TEA SERVICE FOR 6.

123. HAND WOVEN ORIENTAL WOOL RUG. (APPROX. 5' X 3').

124. FRAMED ETCHING, "MARINER'S HAVEN", SIGNED LOWER RIGHT, NAN LINDAHL. (APPROX. 5.5" X 8").

125. CONTEMPORARY FAUX MARBLE TOP HALL TABLE.

126. (4) FRAMED FOUR SEASON PRINTS, CIRCA 1937. T.M. CLELAND. (OVERALL: APPROX. 20.5" X 19 3/4").

127. IVORY SILK UPHOLSTERED LOVESEAT.

128. SILVER PLATED TEA POT.

129. CONTEMPORARY MAHOGANY COMPUTER DESK.

130. FRAMED COLOR EQUESTRIAN PRINT, "FREDERICK". (APPROX. 14.5" X 18.5").

131. MARQUETRY INLAID 5-DRAWER CHEST. (NO MARBLE).

132. CHINESE HAND KNOTTED WOOL RUG. LOTUS MEDALLION AND SPANDREL MOTIF WITH TRAILING FLOWERS ON BEIGE GROUND, FILLED WITH BLUE BORDERS. (APPROX. 11.5' X 8.5').

133. LATE 19TH C. UPHOLSTERED HIGH BACK SETTEE.

134. ORIENTAL HAND WOVEN WOOL RUG WITH 3 MEDALLIONS. (APPROX. 5.5' X 3').

135. FRAMED OIL ON CANVAS, COWBOYS AND HORSE, SIGNED LOWER LEFT, ALICE NATHAN.

136. ORIENTAL HAND WOVEN WOOL RUG WITH DUAL MEDALLIONS. (APPROX. 5.5' X 3').

137. 3-DRAWER BOMBE CHEST. (NO MARBLE).

138. CHINESE PORCELAIN PARTIAL LUNCHEON SERVICE WITH DRAGON, RICE AND LOTUS PATTERN.

139. PORTUGUESE POTS DE CREME PORCELAIN SET WITH TRAY.

140. CONTINENTAL LIDDED BOTTLE WITH COURTSHIP MEDALLIONS AND GILT DECORATION.

141. GREEN VICTORIAN ART GLASS LOVING CUP WITH GILT DECORATION.

142. (2) ORIENTAL BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN BOWLS.

143. (3) ART GLASS ITEMS INCL. VENETIAN LATTICE AND RIBBON SCENT BOTTLE.

144. STAFFORDSHIRE PORCELAIN FIGURAL GROUP.

145. ROYAL DOULTON PORCELAIN FIGURE, "A HOSTESS OF WILLIAMSBURG". CIRCA 1951.

146. ROSENTHAL PORCELAIN STUDIO LINE VASE. (APPROX. 8" TALL).

147. WEDGWOOD BLUE JASPERWARE PITCHER.

148. (2) ROYAL DOULTON PLATTERS.

149. (6) CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN PLATES WITH COCKEREL MOTIF PLUS ONE OTHER.

150. (9) ORIENTAL BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN DISHES.

151. CAMBRIDGE GLASS EPERGNE.

152. (2) ORIENTAL BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN BOWLS.

153. (2) ORIENTAL BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN BOWLS.
154. CHINESE HAND PAINTED PLATE WITH DRAGON MOTIF.
155. CONTEMPORARY PATINATED METAL 8-LIGHT CHANDELIER WITH SHADES.
156. JAPANESE 3-SHELF TANSU CHEST WITH 6 DRAWERS AND 6 DOORS.
157. GILT PAINTED AND FAUX MARBLE TOP 3-SECTION LOW BOOKCASE.
158. ORIENTAL, CARVED AND INLAID 4-PANEL SCREEN.
159. PAIR OF CONTEMPORARY SERPENTINE GLASS FRONT DISPLAY CABINETS.
160. ORIENTAL SCROLL, AFTER FAN ZHENG.
161. LINDA WILLIAMS DESIGNER, POLISHED AND FILLED TRAVERTINE COFFEE TABLE ON BRONZE BASE.
162. HAND PAINTED ORIENTAL GINGER JAR TURNED TABLE LAMP.
163. ORIENTAL 4-PANEL REVERSIBLE SCREEN.
164. (2) DECORATIVE JAPANESE COLOR PRINTS; "THREE FIGURES WALKING" AND "TWO LADIES WATERSIDE". (APPROX. 10" X 7 1/4" AND 14" X 9 3/4").
165. CONTEMPORARY ORIENTAL STYLE GLASS FRONT CHINA CABINET.
166. TEAK, SLIDING LIFT TOP CABINET WITH A SLIDING INTERNAL DRAWER
167. MAHOGANY OVAL PEDESTAL DINING TABLE WITH 4 UPHOLSTERED BUTTON TUFT CHAIRS.
168. EXTENSIVE AYNSLEY PORCELAIN DINNER SERVICE, "HENLEY".
169. CONTEMPORARY 2-DRAWER BOMBE CHEST WITH MIRROR.
170. HEKMAN 7-DRAWER OFFICE DESK WITH GLASS TOP.
171. PAIR OF BLACK CERAMIC ORIENTAL VASES, MARKED ON BOTTOM. APPROX. 19" TALL. WITH CASES. FITTED FOR LAMP BASES.
172. MID 20TH C. MAHOGANY 2-TIER SIDE TABLE.
173. SET OF (3) ORIENTAL ROSEWOOD NESTING TABLES.
174. SIGNED AND NUMBERED SALVADOR DALI LIMITED EDITION LITHOGRAPH. "SOFT MADONNA". "II 100/500". (APPROX. 30" X 22").
175. (2) HAND PAINTED EGYPTIAN PORCELAIN VASES.
176. CIRCA 1940S MAHOGANY 8-DRAWER BEDROOM CHEST.
177. CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE WITH 18K YELLOW GOLD CLASP.
178. JADE NECKLACE, "FU LU SHOU".
179. (9) ASSTD. RINGS INCL. 14K YELLOW GOLD.
180. (3) NATURAL GOLD NUGGETS.
181. (4) WRISTWATCHES INCL. 25-JEWEL LOUVIC, TIMEX ETC.
182. GROUP OF JEWELRY INCL. 14K YELLOW GOLD EARRINGS, CHARMS, HERRING BONE BRACELET ETC.
183. GENT'S CITIZEN "ELEGANCE" WRISTWATCH WITH 3 SUBSIDIARY DIALS.
184. CHARM BRACELET WITH 14K YELLOW GOLD CHARM PLUS GOLD LINK CHAIN.
185. LADY'S NIKO LARGE SCALE WRISTWATCH WITH 3 DIALS.
186. ILLINOIS WATCH CO. POCKET WATCH WITH FOB.
187. (2) CULTURED PEARL NECKLACES.
188. 6-STRAND CORAL AND IVORY BEADED NECKLACE.

189. GROUP OF MISCELLANEOUS JEWELRY INCL. VINTAGE "POINTER" CUFF LINKS, GOLD BANGLE WIRE WORK BROOCH WITH PORTRAIT ETC.

190. GROUP OF COSTUME JEWELRY.

191. GROUP OF CHAINS AND CHARMS INCL. 14K YELLOW GOLD.

192. STERLING SILVER RIMMED WINE COASTER.

193. STERLING SILVER TRINKET BOX. HEXAGONAL PANELED FORM RAISED ON 3 BALL FEET. STAMPED: MMA 1985 STERLING.

194. SHREVE & CO. STERLING SILVER TRAY WITH SCALLOPED RIM AND BEADED DECORATION. (APPROX. 6" Dia).

195. (2) MINIATURE GLASS DRESSER JARS WITH STERLING SILVER LIDS. (APPROX. 1 1/4" X 1 1/4").

196. JAPANESE IVORY NETSUKE MODELED AS MAN HOLDING A FAN.

197. JAPANESE IVORY NETSUKE MODELED AS A FIGURE WITH BASKET.

198. JAPANESE IVORY NETSUKE, CARVED AS MERMAID AND MONKEY.

199. JAPANESE IVORY NETSUKE MODELED AS A MAN WITH A BASKET.

200. ORIENTAL BOOK WITH WATERCOLORS AND CALLIGRAPHY.

201. LADIES' STERLING SILVER BRITE CUT AND OPEN WORK BAND, (2) PAIRS OF EARRINGS & MISC.

202. SILVER, TURQUOISE AND ENAMEL PENDANT BROOCH AND AN ANTIQUE GREEN HARD STONE MEDALLION NECKLACE.

203. CARVED LAPIS PENDANT AND A GROUP OF ASIAN JADE DOUGHNUT CHARMS.

204. ANTIQUE ORIENTAL HAND PAINTED CERAMIC MEDALLION PENDANT.

205. GROUP OF VINTAGE JEWELRY INCL. BRACELET, LOCKET, ART DECO RING WITH DIAMOND CHIP, GOLD BABY BRACELET, MOTHER-OF-PEARL FOUNTAIN PEN WITH BOX ETC.

206. GROUP OF NETSUKE, CARVED JADE AND IVORY FIGURES.

207. PINK TOURMALINE QILIAN.

208. (2) VINTAGE OVAL PHOTOS IN VINTAGE FRAMES.

209. CARVED ORIENTAL HARD STONE FIGURAL GROUP, BIRD ATTACKING DRAGON.

210. CARVED ORIENTAL HARD STONE FIGURAL GROUP.

211. SET OF (3) ORIENTAL STYLE NESTING TABLES.

212. CONTEMPORARY GREEN MARBLE TOP COFFEE TABLE.

213. CONTEMPORARY GREEN MARBLE TOP SIDE TABLE.

214. SILVER WASHED 5-LIGHT CHANDELIER.

215. CONTEMPORARY 6-DRAWER HIGHBOY WITH FAUX MARBLE COLUMNS.

216. GROUP OF LLADRO ITEMS; ANGELS, KITTY & MOUSE, COLLECTORS SOCIETY PLAQUE (SIGNED) ETC.

217. COLLECTION OF VINTAGE HAT PINS AND PORCELAIN HOLDER.

218. GROUP OF COSTUME JEWELRY INCL. STERLING SILVER, TURQUOISE BABY BRACELETS, RINGS, BROOCH ETC.
219. (4) VINTAGE LADIES' WRIST WATCHES INCL. HAMILTON 10K GOLD FILLED, KENT 17-JEWEL SILVER CASE ART DECO STYLE ETC.

220. JEWELRY BOX WITH ASSTD. COSTUME JEWELRY; BANGLES, NECKLACES, BRACELETS, EARRINGS, WRISTWATCH ETC.

221. BOX OF ASSTD. CRYSTAL AND RHINESTONE JEWELRY; EARRINGS, BROOCHES, NECKLACE, BRACELET, RINGS ETC.

222. GROUP OF VINTAGE COSTUME JEWELRY INCL. WATCH FOBS, STAR PIN, CHARM ETC.

223. JEWELRY BOX WITH ASSTD. COSTUME JEWELRY; STERLING SILVER NECKLACES, MEXICAN STERLING SILVER BRACELET, TURQUOISE PENDANT (RANNY ESALIO), ASSTD. ENAMEL JEWELRY, ART GLASS NECKLACES, BLACK CORAL PENDANT ETC.

224. BOX OF COSTUME JEWELRY INCL. EARRINGS, BRACELETS, NECKLACE, BROOCHES ETC.

225. BOX OF COSTUME JEWELRY INCL. EARRINGS, NECKLACES, BROOCHES, TRIFARI, MONET ETC.

226. SMALL GROUP OF COSTUME JEWELRY.

227. BOX OF ASSTD. BEADED NECKLACES BRACELETS, LEATHER NECKLACES AND CUFF BRACELETS INCL. TRIBAL AND SOUTHWESTERN.

228. BOX OF COSTUME JEWELRY; FAUX PEARL NECKLACES, EARRINGS, BEADED NECKLACES, ART GLASS HAND MIRROR, COMPACT WITH STERLING SILVER OVERLAY ETC.

229. BOX OF ASSTD. COSTUME JEWELRY, TOKENS ENAMELED BROOCH, MICROMOSAIC, BROOCH, SOUVENIR INCL. STERLING SILVER.

230. CASE WITH ASSTD. COSTUME JEWELRY INCL. RHINESTONE, BROOCHES, RINGS, BRACELETS ETC.

231. VINTAGE GUCCI PURSE.

232. BOX OF ASSTD. TIE CLIPS, CUFF LINKS, TIE BARS AND PINS, ASSTD. BUCKLES INCL. 10K.

233. BOX OF ASSTD. COSTUME NECKLACES, EARRINGS, BRACELETS BROOCHES, BELT BUCKLES ETC.

234. JEWELRY BOX WITH ASSTD. RHINESTONE AND COSTUME JEWELRY.

235. GROUP OF ASSTD. WRISTWATCH BANDS AND WALLETS.

236. GROUP OF ASSTD. LADIES' WRISTWATCHES.

237. COLLECTION OF ASSTD. WRISTWATCHES (MOST WITH NO BANDS).

238. COLLECTION OF ASSTD. MEN'S WRISTWATCHES INCL. VINTAGE, SHEFFIELD, HAMILTON, ELECTRIC ETC.

239. OAK BUFFET DEUX CORPS.

240. CONTEMPORARY METAL BASE FAUX MARBLE COFFEE TABLE AND A MATCHING END TABLE.

241. (2) LIDDED CONTAINERS INCL. STERLING AND A TEA BOWL.

242. (2) VINTAGE COPPER DISHES INCL. WMF GERMANY JUGENDSTIL STYLE.

243. ORIENTAL BRONZE LION AND DRAGON SEAL. (APPROX. 5" TALL)

244. SILVER-ON-COPPER CHASED LIDDED VESSEL.

245. ORIENTAL CARVED HARD STONE LIDDED CONTAINER.

246. STERLING SILVER PICTURE FRAME AND CASED CARTIER STERLING SILVER PLACE CARD HOLDERS.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>247.</td>
<td>Pair of Wallace Sterling Silver Candle Holders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249.</td>
<td>(2) Cloisonne Compotes and (2) Lidded Boxes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.</td>
<td>Lladro Porcelain Cat and Mouse Figure, with Box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251.</td>
<td>Waterford Swan Figure and a Lenox Vase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252.</td>
<td>Chinese Porcelain Lidded Box and a Tea Cup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254.</td>
<td>Oriental Clay Teapot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256.</td>
<td>(3) Sterling Silver Picture Frames and a Sterling Silver Miniature Hat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257.</td>
<td>(3) Western Bronze Figures (in the Style of Frederic Remington).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258.</td>
<td>(3) Rosewood Oriental Stands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259.</td>
<td>(2) Attic Style Pottery Urns in Classic Taste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260.</td>
<td>Upholstered Wing Back Armchair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261.</td>
<td>(3) Silver Plated Serving Trays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262.</td>
<td>Mahogany Drop Leaf Table. Circa 1930.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263.</td>
<td>Slatted Extendable Coffee Table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264.</td>
<td>Floral Upholstered 3-Seat Sofa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265.</td>
<td>Shreve &amp; Co. Sterling Silver Framed English Porcelain Plate, with Handle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266.</td>
<td>(6) Shreve &amp; Co. Sterling Silver Glass Holder Frames. (#4212).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268.</td>
<td>Shreve &amp; Co. Sterling Silver Oval Bread Tray. (Approx. 11 1/2&quot; X 6 1/4&quot;, 5.69 Ozt).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269.</td>
<td>Pair of Shreve &amp; Co. Sterling Silver Footed Salt Cellars and a Pair of Associated Sterling Salt Cellar Spoons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270.</td>
<td>Partial Set of Silver Plated Flatware and Associated Pieces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>271.</td>
<td>Madame Alexander &quot;Laurie Little Man&quot; Doll. (Approx. 11.5&quot; Tall).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272.</td>
<td>Gund &quot;Honey Lou&quot; Stuffed Doll. Circa 1940s. (Approx. 16&quot;).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273.</td>
<td>Mid 20th C. Cloth Body Doll with Molded Face and Side Glancing Eyes. (Approx. 18.5&quot; Tall).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274.</td>
<td>(2) Mid 20th. Dolls; Black Doll and a Hawaiian Doll.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276.</td>
<td>Teri Lee Doll. (Approx. 16&quot; Tall).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278.</td>
<td>Thoren's Automatic Disc Music Box with Approx. (40) Discs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279.</td>
<td>Doll Trunk with Asstd. Vintage Doll Clothes and Misc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
281. VINTAGE GERMAN WIND-UP METAL TOY WAGON AND ONE OTHER.

282. (2) NATIVE AMERICAN CLOTH DOLLS.

283. SCHOENHUT DOLL, FULLY JOINTED. (APPROX. 15" TALL).

284. (2) CAMPBELL SOUP STYLE DOLLS PLUS ONE OTHER.

285. COLLECTION OF VINTAGE TRADING CARDS, MARBLES AND OTHER COLLECTIBLES.

286. BOX OF ASSTD. MARBLES AND JACKS.

287. GROUP OF LIONEL TRAINS IN BOX AND ACCESSORIES.

288. REPLOGLE "COMPREHENSIVE" GLOBE ON PAINTED STAND.

289. (4) FRAMED MEXICO RELATED DANCE PICTURES, SIGNED CARLOS MERIDA.

290. (7) FRAMED U.S. NAVAL PRINTS.

291. (2) MID 20TH C. COLLECTOR'S ALBUMS OF HALLMARK PAPER DOLLS.

292. STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE SERVICE IN CASKET.

293. COLLECTION OF VINTAGE DOLL CLOTHES, LINENS ETC.

294. FRAMED ABSTRACT, WATER BASE PAINT ON PAPER, "SCARECROW", SIGNED LOWER RIGHT, L. QUOC 2003. (LE PHAN QUOC, VIETNAMESE ARTIST). (APPROX. 20.5" X 27.5").

295. PAIR OF DROP CRYSTAL BEDROOM LAMPS.

296. (2) CIRCA 1900S SINGLE DRAWER SIDE TABLES.

297. LIMOGES DINNER SERVICE FOR TIFFANY & CO.

298. C.G. CONN ALTO SAXOPHONE (#AM228869L) WITH ACCESSORIES AND CASE.

299. C.G. CONN SOPRANO SAXOPHONE (#S80386L) WITH CASE.

300. CONTEMPORARY UPHOLSTERED ARMCHAIR.

301. GILT FRAMED BEEVED GLASS MIRROR.

302. MAHOGANY DROP FRONT SECRETAIRE.

303. BAVARIAN FINE PORCELAIN DINNER SERVICE. (APPROX. 90 PCS).

304. ITALIAN DINING TABLE WITH 8 CURVED SLAT BACK CHAIRS, 1 LEAF AND A MATCHING CHINA CABINET.

305. CONTEMPORARY ORIENTAL STYLE WOOL RUG. (APPROX. 6' X 4').

306. GLASS FRONT CHINA CABINET.

307. LADIES' FUR STOLE.

308. 4-PANEL BALSA WOOD ORIENTAL HALF SCREEN.

309. FRAMED ABSTRACT, "EVENING LANDSCAPE", SIGNED L/R, B. SINGLETARY '00. (SIGHT: APPROX. 9" X 7").

310. ORIENTAL BLACK LACQUER FLATWARE CHEST.

311. FRAMED ABSTRACT, WATER BASE PAINT ON PAPER, "FIGURES, FISH AND BASKETS", SIGNED LOWER RIGHT, L. QUOC 2003. (LE PHAN QUOC, VIETNAMESE ARTIST). (APPROX. 27.5" X 20.5").

312. (7) SHELVES OF BOOKS.

313. RIDGEWAY GRANDFATHER CLOCK.

314. CIRCA 1940S MAHOGANY 4-PC BEDROOM SET; 12-DRAWER DRESSER WITH MIRROR, PAIR OF NIGHTSTANDS AND A QUEEN SIZE HEADBOARD.
ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
353. SHELF OF SILVER PLATED ITEMS AND ASSTD. METALWARE.

354. SHELF OF CRYSTAL INCL. BODA.

355. SHELF OF ELEPHANT AND MISC. FIGURES.

356. SHELF OF ASSTD. GLASSWARE INCL. WATERFORD.

357. SHELF OF ASSTD. GREEN STEMWARE SNOW GLOBES, FIGURINES ETC.

358. SHELF OF ASSTD. KITCHENWARE IN BOXES.

359. SHELF OF CHINA AND PORCELAIN INCL. WEDGWOOD, MAJOLICA ETC.

360. SHELF OF DECORATIVE ITEMS AND KNICK KNACKS.

361. SHELF OF PORCELAIN ITEMS INCL. LENOX CLAM SHELL PLATES.

362. SHELF OF ORIENTAL ITEMS INCL. PUPPET AND CLOISONNE.

363. SHELF OF CHINA AND GLASSWARE INCL. ROSENTHAL.

364. SHELF OF SILVER PLATED ITEMS, STERLING SILVER BABY CUP, PEWTER AND BRASS ITEMS.

365. CIRCA 1930S HANGING LIGHT FIXTURE.

366. SHELF OF ASSTD. CAMERAS INCL. PENTAX, KODAK, VOIGTLANDER, ROLLEICORD ETC.

367. SHELF OF ASSTD. ITEMS INCL. MANDOLIN, POST CARDS, SOUVENIR BOOK ETC.

368. SHELF OF CHINA AND KITCHEN WARE.

369. SHELF OF BOXED, CHILDREN'S TABLEWARE INCL. WEDGWOOD.

370. SHELF OF DUCK DECOYS AND FIGURES INCL. SIGNED M. WALLICK AND JACK BRACKNEY.

371. SHELF OF CHINA INCL. WEDGWOOD AND MID 20TH C. MIXING BOWLS.

372. SHELF OF SILVER PLATED METALWARE.

373. SHELF OF CRYSTAL STEMWARE AND STUART CRYSTAL BOWLS.

374. SHELF OF METALWARE INCL. CANDLE STANDS, SCONCES, JELLY MOLDS ETC.

375. SHELF OF MID 20TH C. TABLE WARE INCL. GLADDING MCBEAN, METLOX, FRANCISCAN ETC.

376. SHELF OF ORIENTAL STANDS.

377. SHELF OF CRYSTAL STEMWARE INCL. STUART.

378. SHELF OF ORIENTAL TABLE WARE.

379. SHELF OF METALWARE INCL. BALANCE SCALE, BOOKENDS ETC.

380. SHELF OF FIGURES, GLASS AND CERAMIC ITEMS.

381. SHELF OF MID 20TH C. TABLE WARE INCL. FRANCISCAN, FIESTA ETC.

382. SHELF OF METALWARE AND MISC.

383. SHELF OF COLLECTIBLE DOLLS.

384. SHELF OF METALWARE INCL. ORIENTAL BOWLS.

385. SHELF OF FINE CHINA; CORDON BLEU, DENBY ETC.

386. SHELF OF SILVER PLATED ITEMS; COFFEE POTS, SUGAR BOWLS AND CREAMERS, ICE BUCKET ETC.

387. SHELF OF CRYSTAL BOWLS, VASES, DECANTERS, CACTUS SCULPTURES ETC. INCL. KOSTA, MIKASA.

388. SHELF OF CUT AND OTHER GLASS WARE; DECANTERS, PITCHER, COASTERS ETC.

389. SHELF OF CHINA AND PORCELAIN.
390. SHELF OF BAR WARE ITEMS INCL. DECANTERS.
391. SHELF OF LIMOGES PLATES.
392. SHELF OF CHINA AND POTTERY INCL. WEDGWOOD PITCHER.
393. SHELF OF NFL GLASSWARE.
394. SHELF OF SILVER PLATED ITEMS.
395. SHELF OF MID 20TH C. DOLLS.
396. SHELF OF CRYSTAL STEMWARE.
397. SHELF OF FINE STEMMED GLASSWARE.
398. SHELF OF FINE PORCELAIN; TEA CUPS AND SAUCERS WITH MATCHING TEA POT, SUGAR BOWL AND CREAMER.
399. SHELF OF SILVER RIMMED SERVING TRAYS, CIGAR PRESS AND ASSSTD. ITEMS.
400. SHELF OF BRASSWARE INCL. CLOCK, MUNITION SHELLS ETC.
401. NORITAKE TEA SET.
402. SHELF OF KNICK KNACKS INCL. GORHAM DINNER BELL.
403. SHELF OF KITCHEN AND DECORATIVE ITEMS.
404. SHELF OF MID 20TH C. DOLLS, VIEW MASTER SLIDES ETC.
405. SHELF OF WOMEN'S APPAREL INCL. PURSES, SHOES, GLOVES ETC.
406. SHELF OF ASSSTD. METALWARE.
407. SHELF OF POTTERY.
408. GROUP OF "CRISTYI" FRENCH CRYSTAL, WATER AND SCOTCH GLASSES AND AN ICE BUCKET.
409. SHELF OF ASSSTD. LETTER BOXES, WALLETS AND VINTAGE TOOLS.
410. SHELF OF INTERNATIONAL DOLLS.
411. CIRCA 1930S "WEIS" OAK 4-DRAWER FILING CABINET.
412. CONTEMPORARY OAK CIRCULAR TABLE WITH 2 SWIVEL CHAIRS.
413. LADIES' FUR COAT, 2 FUR HATS, MINK WRAP AND FUR EAR MUFFS.
414. GROUP OF ASSSTD. TABLE CLOTHS.
415. GROUP OF LADIES' DRESS SUITS.
416. GROUP OF WOMEN'S CLOTHING.
417. GROUP OF ASSSTD. LADIES' FASHIONS.
418. CIRCA 1900S TRUNK.
419. SHELF OF FURS INCL. HAND MUFFS.
420. SHELF OF ASSSTD. HATS AND HAT BOXES.
421. (2) BOXES OF SEWING PATTERNS.
422. CIRCA 1940S WICKER DOLL BUGGY WITH MISC. DOLLS.
423. CIRCA 1930S PAINTED WOOD AND CANE FLOOR STANDING BOOKSHELF.
424. CONTEMPORARY KITCHEN WORK TABLE.
425. (2) VINTAGE WHITE PAINTED WICKER STANDS.
426. AMMO BOX.
427. VINTAGE LEATHER MEDICAL BAG.
428. PAIR OF VINTAGE METAL AND GLASS TOP SIDE TABLES.
429. COLLECTION OF BRASS PLANTERS, BED WARMERS AND ORIENTAL LIDDED BOX.
430. SHELF OF KITCHENWARE IN BOXES.
431. SHELF OF ORIENTAL STANDS AND FLOWER FROGS.
ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
471. 5-DRAWER DROP FRONT DESK WITH BOOKSHELF TOP.

472. CONTEMPORARY ORIENTAL STYLE WOOL RUG. (APPROX. 5' X 3').

473. PAIR OF MID 20TH C. SINGLE DRAWER END TABLES.

474. (5) SHELVES OF BOOKS.

475. DREXEL 3-SECTION BOOKSHELF / WALL UNIT.

476. (5) SHELVES OF BOOKS.

477. (4) FRAMED BIRD PRINTS.

478. MAHOGANY TURTLE TOP PEDESTAL TABLE.

479. UPHOLSTERED CHAISE LOUNGE.

480. CONTEMPORARY FRAMED BEVELED MIRROR.

481. GROUP OF RUSSELL WRIGHT POTTERY AND AN IRISH PORCELAIN TEA POT.

482. MAPLE 3-DRAWER, 2-DOOR SIDEBOARD.

483. MODERN BLACK LEATHER UPHOLSTERED RECLINING CHAIR.

484. MAHOGANY SINGLE DRAWER SIDE TABLE.

485. MAHOGANY DROP SIDE DUAL LEATHER INSET COFFEE TABLE.

486. ORIENTAL HAND KNOTTED WOOL RUG. UMBER FIELD WITH BLUE AND BEIGE MEDALLION. (APPROX. 5' X 3').

487. HITCHCOCK STYLE PAINTED TWIN BED.

488. ORIENTAL WOVEN RUNNER. (APPROX. 14' X 3.5').

489. MAHOGANY DINING TABLE WITH 6 CHAIRS.

490. LIMOGES GOLD RIM CHINA SERVICE.

491. MAHOGANY TRAY TOP TABLE.

492. COLLECTION OF ASSTD. BOOKS.

493. THOMASVILLE SINGLE DRAWER SOFA TABLE.

494. NEEDLEPOINT UPHOLSTERED PIANO STOOL.

495. COLLECTION OF MID 20TH C. ROCK AND ROLL HAND BILLS AND POSTCARDS.

496. GROUP OF VINTAGE DC COMICS; ACTION, ADVENTURE AND SUPERMAN. (APPROX. 20).

497. COLLECTION OF VINTAGE ROCK AND ROLL HAND BILLS. (APPROX. 20).

498. (7) MID 20TH C. ROCK 'N ROLL POSTERS INCL. BILL GRAHAM PRESENTS.

499. (2) STORY BOOK DOLLS, "BRIDE DOLL" AND "SNOW QUEEN" WITH ORIGINAL TAG.

500. (2) SKIMPY DOLLS; LIMITED EDITION DOLL WITH ORIGINAL BOX AND A COMPOSITION DOLL.

501. (5) VOGUE GINNY DOLLS AND A REVLO ON BRIDE DOLL, c. 1950.

502. CIRCA 1940S HORSEMAN BABY DOLL WITH SOUND BOX OF "MAMA / PAPA".

503. (2) MADAM ALEXANDER DOLLS.

504. EFFANBEE PATSY JOAN DOLL WITH BOX AND A PATSY ANN LIMITED EDITION DOLL (OF 2800) WITH BOX.

505. "ARTIST'S DOLL" NUN DOLL, "OUR MUTUAL FRIENDS".

506. CONTEMPORARY UPHOLSTERED LOVE SEAT.

507. CONTEMPORARY GLASS TOP END TABLE.
508. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 29-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER. CAL: .44 Mag, SERIAL #: N821079. (BLACK, 4" BARREL).

509. COLT "38 AUTO" SEMI AUTOMATIC PISTOL. CAL: .38 RIMLESS, SMOKELESS; SERIAL #: 21540. (BLACK, 4.5" BARREL).

510. MAUSER MODEL HSC SEMI AUTOMATIC PISTOL. CAL: 7.65mm, SERIAL #: 220590. (BLACK, 3.4" BARREL).

511. ENFIELD "NO. 4 MK I" BOLT ACTION RIFLE. CAL: .303, SERIAL #: F28451.

512. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 BOLT ACTION RIFLE. CAL: .243 WIN, SERIAL #: 1223462.

513. WEBLEY MARK II SERVICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER. CAL: .455, SERIAL #: 56355. (BLACK, 4" BARREL).

514. COLT MODEL 1911 U.S. ARMY SEMI AUTOMATIC PISTOL. CAL: .45 AUTO, SERIAL #: 142631. (BLACK, 5" BARREL).

515. HI-STANDARD "SUPERMATIC TOURNAMENT" SEMI AUTOMATIC PISTOL. CAL: .22LR, SERIAL #: 1630097. (BLACK, 5.5" BARREL).

516. SAVAGE LEVER ACTION RIFLE. CAL: .30-.30, SERIAL #: 229466

517. ANSCHUTZ MODEL 54 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE. CAL: .22LR, SERIAL #: 1033723A.

518. SMITH & WESSON "U.S. ARMY MODEL 1917" DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER. CAL: .45, SERIAL #: 84410. (BLACK, 5.5" BARREL).

519. ARMI SAN MARCO "1873 FRONTIER" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER. CAL: .22LR, SERIAL #: SA18532. (BLACK, 4 3/4" BARREL).

520. COLT "32 AUTO" SEMI AUTOMATIC PISTOL. CAL: .32 RIMLESS

521. COLT BLACK POWDER REVOLVER. CAL: .44, PATENT #: 102505.

522. EXTENDING MILITARY TELESCOPE.

523. (2) ANTIQUE PERCUSSION CAP PISTOLS.

524. "THE LILLEY-AMES CO. COLUMBUS OHIO" DRESS SWORD. ENGRAVED U.S. ON ONE SIDE AND "E PLURIBUS UNUM" ON THE OTHER.

525. WWII GERMAN LUFTWAFFE OFFICER'S SWORD WITH SCABBARD. MARKED "PAUL WEYERSBERG & CO. SOLINGEN". (28 1/4" BLADE).

526. JAPANESE SAMURAI SWORD WITH SCABBARD.

527. WWII GERMAN DAGGER WITH SHEATH. MARKED "GEBR. HELLER MARIENTHAL D. SCHWEINA/THR". (12" BLADE).

528. (3) ANTIQUE PERCUSSION CAP PISTOLS.

529. CROSSMAN MODEL 1861 SHILOH .177 CAL PELLET / BB GUN.

530. WWII GERMAN COLLECTION OF PHOTOS, LETTERS AND POST CARDS OF & FROM INDIVIDUALS SUCH AS: ALPERT SPEER, ERNST UDET, ADOLF GALLARD, ERICH HARTMANN, HANS BAUR, EDUARD NEUMANN ETC.

531. CIRCULAR GLASS TOP TABLE ON FOLDING CHROME BASE WITH 4 SPINDLE BACK ARMCHAIRS.

532. FRANCISCAN CHINA SERVICE, "IVY" PATTERN.

533. PAIR OF HAND PAINTED PORCELAIN TABLE LAMPS.

534. HEKMAN 3-DRAWER PAINTED DESK, LEXINGTON N.C.

535. PINE TILT TOP CIRCULAR TABLE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>536.</td>
<td>GROUP OF (7) VINTAGE COMIC BOOKS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537.</td>
<td>GLASS TOP COFFEE TABLE ON (4) MARBLE COLUMN FORM LEGS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>538.</td>
<td>CIRCA 1930S HORSE SHOE BACK UPHOLSTERED SEAT CHAIR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>539.</td>
<td>RIDGEWAY GRANDMOTHER CLOCK, WEST GERMANY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>541.</td>
<td>SHELF OF COLLECTIBLE GLASS AND PORCELAIN BELLS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542.</td>
<td>COLLECTION OF ASSTD. FINE CRYSTAL STEMWARE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>543.</td>
<td>GROUP OF ASSTD. ARTWORK. (APPROX. 14 PCS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544.</td>
<td>(3) EARTHENWARE POTTERY VASES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>545.</td>
<td>SHELF CONTAINING METLOX &quot;IVY&quot; DINNER SERVICE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>546.</td>
<td>GROUP OF DECORATIVE ARTWORK. (APPROX. 11).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547.</td>
<td>CONTEMPORARY ORIENTAL RUG. (APPROX. 14&quot; X 10').</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548.</td>
<td>GROUP OF CERAMIC NATIVITY FIGURES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549.</td>
<td>SHELF OF GLASSWARE INCL. WATERFORD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550.</td>
<td>GROUP OF DECORATIVE ARTWORK. (4 PCS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551.</td>
<td>SHELF OF COLORED GLASSWARE INCL. CUT CRYSTAL AND HAND BLOWN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>552.</td>
<td>SHELF OF SILVER PLATED ITEMS INCL. TRAYS, SERVING DISHES, SHAKERS ETC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>553.</td>
<td>SHELF OF ASSTD. FINE CRYSTAL AND GLASSWARE INCL. LENOX, MIKASA, WATERFORD CANDLE STICKS ETC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>554.</td>
<td>GROUP OF DECORATIVE ARTWORK. (APPROX. 5).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555.</td>
<td>FULL SIZE BRASS HEAD AND FOOT BOARDS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>556.</td>
<td>SHELF OF COLLECTIBLES, SILVER PLATE, GREEN AND GOLD STEMWARE ETC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>557.</td>
<td>SHELF OF DECORATIVE ORIENTAL ITEMS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>558.</td>
<td>SHELF OF SILVER PLATED ITEMS AND GLASSWARE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>559.</td>
<td>GROUP OF ASSTD. FRAMED ARTWORK. (APPROX. 10 PCS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560.</td>
<td>(4) VILLAGE SQUARE HOLIDAY COLLECTIBLES IN BOXES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>561.</td>
<td>SHELF OF ASSTD. JEWELRY BOXES, VINTAGE SEWING MACHINE PARTS (IN BOXES) AND MIS. GLASSWARE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>562.</td>
<td>SHELF OF CHINA AND KNICK KNACKS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>563.</td>
<td>GROUP OF DECORATIVE ARTWORK. (APPROX. 23).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564.</td>
<td>CHINESE HAND KNOTTED AREA WOOL RUG. WATER FOWL AND FAUNA ON BEIGE GROUND WITH PAVILION AND FLORAL FILLED INDIGO BORDER CIRCA 1930 (APPROX. 9'9&quot; X. 8').</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>565.</td>
<td>(5) VILLAGE SQUARE HOLIDAY COLLECTIBLES IN BOXES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566.</td>
<td>SHELF OF SILVER PLATED ITEMS; BOWLS, SERVING PIECES ETC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567.</td>
<td>SHELF OF ASSTD. KNICK KNACKS AND CHINA INCL. MURANO BIRD.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
568. GROUP OF ASSTD. WALL HANGINGS. (APPROX. 23 PCS).

569. MAHOGANY 4-POST BED.

570. SHELF OF LADIES' HAND BAGS AND PURSES.

571. SHELF OF FINE CRYSTAL AND GLASSWARE INCL. A GREEN RUFFLE RIM BOWL.

572. SHELF OF FINE CHINA INCL. HAND PAINTED RUSSIAN LIDDED TEA CUPS, ROYAL ALBERT ETC.

573. GROUP OF ASSTD. FRAMED PRINTS. (APPROX. 14).

574. SHELF OF ASSTD. COSMETICS.

575. SHELF OF ASSTD. ORIENTAL LACQUERWARE AND MISC. MIRRORS.

576. SHELF OF ASSTD. PORCELAIN AND METALWARE INCL. VINTAGE.

577. GROUP OF DECORATIVE ARTWORK. (8 PCS).

578. CONTEMPORARY KING SIZE BED.

579. BRASS PENDULUM HANGING LIGHT FIXTURE WITH MILK GLASS SHADES.

580. ITALIAN FLORAL CENTERPIECE, LARGE PITCHER AND A LIDDED TUREEN.

581. CONTEMPORARY FAUX MARBLE TOP 8-DRAWER DRESSER WITH MIRROR.

582. (2) KIMONOS.

583. HENREDON 3-DRAWER DROP FRONT BONNET TOP SECRETAIRE.


585. 2007 CHEVROLET MONTECARLO SS 4-DOOR SEDAN. VIN: 2G1WL16C979268997 LIC: 5YAE240 ODOMETER READING: 32111.

586. FOX PACIFIC LTD. FIBERGLASS MINI BOAT WITH CHRYSLER OUTBOARD MOTOR AND SHORELINE TRAILER. (TRAILER LIC: 2FX3369).

587. APPROX. (2) SHELVES OF BOOKS.

588. (1 1/2) SHELVES OF CHILDREN'S BOOKS AND LIFE MAGAZINES.

589. (2 1/2) SHELVES OF BOOKS.

590. GROUP OF ASSTD. BOOKS.

591. SHELF OF BOOKS INCL. 19TH C. BOOKS AND WHITE HOUSE COOKBOOKS.

592. APPROX. (5) SHELVES OF BOOKS.

593. BRG PRECISION PRODUCTS "TIGER" WORLD CLOCK / TIMER.

594. STUFFED TIGER TOY.

595. (14) PAIRS OF LADIES' SHOES IN BOXES.

596. SHELF OF FRAMED ARTWORK. (6).

597. SHELF OF ASSTD. ARTWORK. (APPROX. 40).

598. PAIR OF VICTORIAN PARLOR CHAIRS.

599. KREISS COLLECTION KING SIZE SLEIGH BED WITH A PAIR OF MATCHING 5-DRAWER CHESTS.

600. ELMAR TELEPHOTO LENS, LEITZ WEITZLAR # 1964115, f4, 135mm.

601. SUMMICRON LENS, LEITZ WEITZLAR #1895595, f2, 50mm.

602. LEICA M3 CAMERA BODY (1089884) AND LEICA MR LIGHT METER.

603. MIDDLE EASTERN JAMBIYA; BONE AND METAL MOUNT SHEATHED DAGGER.
604. DECORATIVE KNIFE AND SHEATH IN SHADOW BOX.
605. MOVIE REEL WITH FILM AND CASE.
606. BOX OF ASSTD. MILITARY PATCHES, BUTTONS, PINS, BARS ETC.
607. SUMMICRON WIDE ANGLE LENS, ERNEST LEITZ # 1563640, f3.5, 35mm.
608. GROUP OF COLLECTIBLES INCL. PATCHES, EPHEMERA, RATION BOOKS ETC.
609. PAIR OF BUSHNELL BANNER 7 X 35 BINOCULARS.
610. PAIR OF COWBOY SPURS.
611. PAIR OF MANON 10 X 50 BINOCULARS WITH CASE.
612. (2) VINTAGE POCKET CAMERAS. (ZEISS IKON DERVAL & ANASTIGMAT).
613. PAIR M17 BINOCULARS WITH CASE.
614. GROUP OF ASSTD. CAMERA LENSES.
615. PAIR OF U.S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS 6 X 30 MILITARY STEREO BINOCULARS.
616. (4) ASSTD. CAMERA LENSES.
617. (3) CRYSTAL DISHES INCL. CUT CRYSTAL.
618. DANISH TILE TOP SIDE TABLE.
619. GROUP OF ORIENTAL TEXTILES.
620. CONTEMPORARY COFFEE TABLE.
621. (2) VICTORIAN UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS.
622. GROUP OF ASSTD. BOOKS; CALL OF THE WILD, HISTORY OF ART ETC.
623. U.S. ARMY CAVALRY LEATHER SADDLE.
624. COLLECTION OF ASSTD. EPHEMERA, MUSIC SHEETS, MAGAZINES, PICTURES, PRINTS ETC.
625. MARBLE TOP CIRCULAR SIDE TABLE.
626. GROUP OF ASSTD. LINENS AND TEXTILES.
627. LAFFARGUE BABY GRAND PIANO WITH BENCH.
628. BRUNSWICK 8' X 4' POOL TABLE WITH CUE STAND AND CUES.
629. (4) BLACK ABSTRACT PAINTINGS.
630. UPHOLSTERED 2-SEAT SLEEPER SOFA WITH OTTOMANS.
631. UPHOLSTERED ARMCHAIR AND OTTOMAN.
634. GROUP OF SILVER FILIPINO 10 & 20 CENTAVO COINS.
635. (40) U.S. PROOF SETS. (1975 - 1982).
636. GROUP OF ASSTD. GAMING CHIPS AND TOKENS.
638. (4) AMERICAN EAGLE 1 OZ. SILVER PROOF BULLION COINS IN BOXES.
639. GROUP OF ASSTD. U.S. NICKELS AND PENNIES (1847 - 1957) AND U.S. LINCOLN CENT COIN BOOK WITH CONTENTS.
640. (38) MERCURY DIMES (1918 - 1945) AND (3) OTHERS (1881 - 1892).
641. (4) AMERICAN EAGLE 1 OZ. SILVER PROOF BULLION COINS IN BOXES.
642. (15) WALKING LIBERTY SILVER HALF DOLLARS (1917 - 1939).
643. (15) WALKING LIBERTY SILVER HALF DOLLARS. (1939 - 1946).
646. BOY SCOUTS COMMEMORATIVE MEDALLION (1910 - 1960). .925 FINE SILVER.
647. GROUP OF ASSTD. FOREIGN COINS (1837 - 1963) AND 1965 CANADIAN SILVER DOLLARS.
648. (22) WASHINGTON QUARTERS. (1932 - 1935).
650. 1984 OLYMPIC PEACE DOLLAR AND (2) COMMEMORATIVE SILVER HALF DOLLARS. (1732 - 1982).
651. GROUP OF SILVER COINS; (2) 1988 OLYMPIC SILVER PROOF DOLLARS, 1983 OLYMPIC SILVER PROOF DOLLAR, 1987 CONSTITUTION DOLLAR, 1986 LIBERTY SILVER DOLLAR AND HALF DOLLAR SET.
653. (7) BICENTENNIAL SILVER PROOF SETS.
655. EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF MATCH BOOKS.
656. (5) STAMP ALBUMS WITH STAMPS AND COLLECTION OF ASSTD. LOOSE STAMPS. ALBUMS INCL. LIMITED EDITION 1ST DAY LITHOGRAPHS, 1979 CHRISTMAS FROM AROUND THE WORLD, WWII VICTORY COLLECTION ETC.
657. PAIR OF JAPANESE NAVAL BINOCULARS WITH BATTERY BOX AND 5" LENSES.
658. MAGIC LANTERN WITH CASE.
659. BROWNING BANTAM COMPOUND BOW AND ARROWS.
660. SONY 3 CCD DIGITAL VIDEO CAMCORDER.
661. (2) ALBUMS WITH INTERNATIONAL STAMPS.
662. COLLECTION OF ASSTD. MOVIE STAR RELATED PHOTOS AND POST CARDS.
663. GROUP OF ASSTD. GUN HOLSTERS INCL. U.S. MILITARY.
664. GROUP OF ASSTD. VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPHS.
665. 6-STRING ACOUSTIC GUITAR.
666. (2) STAMP ALBUMS; ALBUM WITH COLLECTION OF FRENCH STAMPS. (APPROX. 1300) AND AN ALBUM WITH GERMAN STAMPS.
667. FRANKLIN HALF DOLLAR BOOK (13 COINS), KENNEDY HALF DOLLAR BOOK (29 COINS) AND EISENHOWER HALF DOLLAR BOOK.
668. (4) WASHINGTON QUARTER COLLECTOR’S BOOKS. (1932 AND ONWARDS).
669. (5) DIME COLLECTOR BOOKS WITH CONTENTS. (1 MERCURY AND 4 ROOSEVELT).

ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
670. (10) NICKEL COLLECTOR'S BOOKS WITH CONTENTS; (1) BUFFALO NICKEL BOOK (1913 - 1938) AND (9) JEFFERSON NICKEL BOOKS (1938 - 1962).

671. GROUP OF ASSTD. FOREIGN COINS.

672. GROUP OF U.S. COINS; (118) KENNEDY HALVES, (23) EISENHOWER HALVES, (9) SACAJAWEA DOLLARS, (9) SUSAN B. ANTHONY DOLLARS, ASSTD. QUARTERS, NICKELS, DIMES, CENTS INCL. 1865 2-CENT PIECE.


674. GROUP OF ASSTD. WRISTWATCHES INCL. GRUEN, PRECISION, TERNER BIJOUX ETC.

675. GROUP OF U.S. AND FOREIGN COINS AND ASSTD. JEWELRY.

676. (3) SNUFF BOTTLES INCL. OX BONE AND (2) PORCELAIN WITH JADE TOPS.


678. BOX OF ASSTD. ITEMS INCL. WATERFORD AND SWAROVSKI CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS AND FIGURES, CRYSTAL CUSHION CUT NECKLACE AND CUT STONES INCL. LABRADITE, AMETHYST AND BLUE TOPAZ VINTAGE COMPACT ETC.

679. GROUP OF (6) FOUNTAIN PENS AND PENCILS INCL. SHAEFFER STERLING SILVER PENCIL.

680. MEXICAN STERLING SILVER SUITE; LEAF DESIGN, STAMPED STERLING 925 TAXCO VA.
699. (2) SHELVES OF ASSTD. BOOKS.

700. SHELF OF BOOKS.

701. SHELF OF BOOKS.

702. FRAMED PARROT PRINT, "TWO FRIENDS", SIGNED AND NUMBERED.

703. FRAMED DECORATIVE OIL ON CANVAS, STILL, SIGNED L/L, ZLOTON PETER. (APPROX. 35.5" X 23.5").

704. CONTEMPORARY GLASS FRONT 4-DOOR LARGE DISPLAY CABINET.

705. CONTEMPORARY MIRRORED SOFA TABLE.

706. HEKMAN FURNITURE SINGLE DRAWER OCCASIONAL TABLE.

707. CONTEMPORARY GRADUATING BRASS, GLASS AND LUCITE CHANDELIER.

708. LEATHER GOLF BAG.

709. GOLF BAG WITH TAYLORMADE FIRESOLE IRONS, ASSTD. WOODS AND A PUTTER.

710. SONY SA-W2500 SUBWOOFER AND (4)BOSE MODEL 100 BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS.

711. APPLE MAC MINI G4 / 1.25. (1.25 GHz, 512MB, 110GB HARD DRIVE).

712. SAMSUNG 19" LCD HDTV. (MODEL: LN19B360C5D).

713. PANASONIC 26" LCD HDTV (TC-26LX85) AND A SONY DVD PLAYER.

714. PARASOUND T/DQ-1600 BROADCAST REFERENCE TUNER.

715. APPLE MAC MINI G4 / 1.25. (1.25 GHz, 512MB, 40GB HARD DRIVE).

716. HP 2600TN COLOR LASERJET PRINTER.

717. SONY STR DE-315 AUDIO / VIDEO CONTROL CENTER / RECEIVER.

718. RUNCO MODEL DLP1VX DLP PROJECTOR, RUNCO VX CONTROLLER AND A RUNCO LAMP.

719. SONY BRAVIA 37" LCD HDTV. (KDF-37H1000).

720. HP OFFICE JET 7130XI ALL-IN-ONE PRINTER.

721. POLYCOM SOUNDSTATION CONFERENCE PHONE WITH HAND SET AND POWER SUPPLY.

722. SAMSUNG SYNCMASTER 203B LCD MONITOR.

723. SONY DA3ES DIGITAL CINEMA SOUND / DISCRETE 6 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER.

724. PIONEER DVD PLAYER, SONY CD CHANGER AND A SONY DAT DECK.

725. APPLE POWERMAC G5 DUAL CORE 2.3GHz, 2GB RAM, 465GB & 930GB HARD DRIVES.

726. APPLE A1083 30" CINEMA HD DISPLAY.

727. GALILEO TELESCOPE ON STAND.

728. GITZO G1410 TRIPOD.

729. PROMASTER 6400 TRIPOD.

730. HAND WOVEN WOOL RUG WITH GEOMETRIC PATTERN. (APPROX. 5' X 3').

731. (3) VINTAGE FRENCH PRINTS.

732. COLLECTION OF MID 20TH C. YEARBOOKS.

733. HENREDON "SCENE THREE" 3-DRAWER, GLASS FRONT DISPLAY CABINET.

734. MID 20TH C. COFFEE AND SIDE TABLE WITH LEATHER INSET.

735. HAND KNOTTED ORIENTAL WOOL RUG, RUST BROWN FIELD AND BLUE BORDERS. (APPROX. 11' X 11').
736. CIRCA 1890S BRASS FOUR POSTER FULL SIZE BED.
737. LIMOGES PARTIAL DINNER SERVICE.
738. MAHOGANY DINING TABLE WITH 6 CHAIRS AND 3 LEAVES.
739. BRASS AND GLASS TABLE LAMP.
740. ORIENTAL VASE FORM TABLE LAMP.
741. SHELF OF ASSTD. FINE CRYSTAL STEMWARE, WATER GLASSES, SHOT GLASSES ETC.
742. SHELF OF FURNITURE HARDWARE.
743. SHELF OF METALWARE AND DECORATIVE ITEMS.
744. GROUP OF ASSTD. ITEMS; CAMPING MATS, LAMPS, EVIDENCE VAC, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS ETC.
745. SHELF OF FIGURINES AND DOLLS.
746. SHELF OF GLASSWARE, CHINA AND DECORATIVE ITEMS.
747. SHELF OF GLASSWARE, CHINA AND DECORATIVE ITEMS.
748. SHELF OF CHINA AND MISC.
749. SHELF OF BOXED SETS OF GLASSWARE ITEMS.
750. SHELF OF STEMWARE.
751. SHELF OF ASSTD. CHINA.
752. SHELF OF GILT METAL WALL SCONCES.
753. SHELF OF BARWARE, LAPIARY ITEMS AND MISC.
754. SHELF OF FLATWARE AND KITCHEN ITEMS.
755. SHELF OF KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS INCL. POTTERY DISH SET.
756. (7) FRAMED "ANRI" COLLECTOR PLATES.
757. SHELF OF ASSTD. CHINA.
758. SHELF OF SILVER PLATED ITEMS AND ASSTD. METALWARE.
759. SHELF OF ASSTD. STEMWARE.
760. SHELF OF GLASSWARE.
761. SHELF OF MILK GLASS ITEMS.
762. SHELF OF VINTAGE GAMES AND COLLECTIBLES.
763. SHELF OF ASSTD. METALWARE INCL. CANDLE STICKS, BOWLS ETC.
764. SHELF OF TOKENS, EPHEMERA AND MISC.
765. SHELF OF DEPRESSION GLASS AND OTHER STEMWARE.
766. SHELF OF SHOE STRETCHERS.
767. SHELF OF METALWARE.
768. SHELF OF STAR TREK COLLECTIBLES.
769. SHELF OF MILK GLASS ITEMS.
770. SHELF OF HOLIDAY DOLLS.
771. SHELF OF VINTAGE TOYS AND COLLECTIBLES.
772. SHELF OF HOUSEHOLD AND DECORATIVE ITEMS.
773. SHELF OF DECORATIVE ITEMS INCL. FIGURINES, SEWING SPOOLS ETC.
774. SHELF OF ASSTD. GLASSWARE.
775. SHELF OF POTTERY AND KNICK KNACKS.
776. SHELF OF KITCHEN APPLIANCES AND GLASSWARE.
777. SHELF OF AUTOMOTIVE ITEMS; DIAMOND PLATE SIDE STEP AND TRUNK RACK.
778. SHELF OF SILVER PLATE AND ASSTD. METALWARE.
779. SHELF OF TOYS.
780. SHELF OF SONY STEREO ELECTRONICS.
781. TOOL BOX WITH CONTENTS.
782. SHELF OF CAMERAS AND RELATED ITEMS.
783. SHELF OF VINTAGE COOKWARE.
784. SHELF OF MISC. ITEMS INCL. JEWELRY BOX, ANNIVERSARY CLOCK ETC.
785. SHELF OF HAND AND POWER TOOLS.
786. SHELF OF POWER TOOLS.
787. DIRECT TV HD DVR AND (2) TIVO DVRS.
788. TOOL BOX WITH ASSTD. TOOLS.
788A. GROUP OF MILLING, DRILLING AND CUTTING BITS.
789. BOSTICH PNEUMATIC NAIL GUN AND BLACK & DECKER JIG SAW WITH CASES.
790. LARGE SHELF OF ASSTD. HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN ITEMS.
791. SHELF OF ASSTD. COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CD SET.
792. SHELF OF LINKSYS, BUFFALO AND OTHER ROUTERS, SWITCH, PRINT SERVERS ETC.
793. SHELF OF STEREO ELECTRONICS AND A DIRECT TV HD RECEIVER. (5 PCS).
794. (3) APC BACK-UPS SURGE PROTECTORS.
795. SHELF OF BOXED HOUSEHOLD ITEMS.
796. SHELF OF CLIMBING AND HIKING GEAR.
797. TOOL BOX WITH ASSTD. TOOLS, DRILL BITS ETC.
798. SHELF OF TOOLS AND TOOL BOX.
799. DAYTON ROLLING TOOL CHEST WITH CONTENTS.
800. CRAFTSMAN CHAINSAW WITH CASE.
801. SET OF GOLF CLUBS WITH BAG.
802. (5) BOXES OF GOLF BALLS.
803. FOLDING TRANSPORT CHAIR.
804. (2) SUITCASES.
805. SHELF OF COLLECTOR PLATES INCL. NORMAN ROCKWELL.
806. SHELF OF BACK PACKS, DUFFEL BAGS INCL. LEATHER.
807. GROUP OF VINTAGE FISHING POLES INCL. BAMBOO.
808. COLLECTION OF PIANO ROLLS.
809. SHELF OF ARTWORK INCL. A WATERCOLOR. (7).
810. SHELF OF TABLE LINENS AND TEXTILES.
811. VINTAGE WOODEN TOOL CHEST.
812. VINTAGE COLEMAN QUICK LIGHT LANTERN IN BOX.
813. BOX OF WAX RECORDS.
814. PIONEER SX-780 RECEIVER AND A TECHNICS TAPE PLAYER.
815. CASIO CZ-101 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER.
816. (4) ORGANIZERS / PLANNERS.
817. (2) DE LONGHI SPACE HEATERS.
818. TI LITE WHEELCHAIR.

ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
819. SONY UMATIC VP-7020 STUDIO VIDEO CASSETTE PLAYER.

820. (2) BOXES OF PRESIDENTIAL AND OTHER PHOTOGRAPHS.

821. HOHNER 6-STRING GUITAR.

822. (3) BOXES OF RECORDS.

823. GREGORY "FLO-FORM" HIKING BACK PACK AND A SLEEPING BAG.

824. BOX OF RECORDS AND (15) ASSTD. RECORD ALBUMS.

825. (3) BOXES OF VINTAGE TOOLS.

826. (2) GUITAR STANDS.

827. BOX OF ASSTD. RECORDS.

828. PAIR OF ANDIRONS.

829. BOX OF MID 20TH C. PLAYBOY AND OTHER MAGAZINES.

830. (2) VORNADO FANS.

831. SHELF OF WOVEN THROW PILLOWS.

832. GROUP OF ASSTD. ARTWORK INCL. OIL ON BOARD, SIGNED PRINTS. (APPROX. 17).

833. SHELF OF LADIES' CLOTHING.

834. SHELF OF ASSTD. ARTWORK. (7).

835. GOLF BAG WITH CLUBS.

836. SHELF OF MODEL TRAIN CARS. (APPROX. 30 PCS).

837. (2) VOLUMES; GOLDEN REPLICAS OF U.S. STAMPS.

838. SHELF OF MODEL TRAIN CARS. (APPROX. 30 PCS).

839. SHELF OF MODEL TRAIN CARS. (APPROX. 20 PCS).

840. SHELF OF MODEL TRAIN ACCESSORIES INCL. TRACKS, BUILDING ACCESSORIES.

841. PAIR OF MARGE CARSON BLACK SILK UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS.

842. MAHOGANY LEATHER INSET COFFEE TABLE.

843. ORIENTAL HAND PAINTED PORCELAIN TABLE LAMP.

844. UPHOLSTERED 2-SEAT SLEEPER SOFA WITH OTTOMAN.

845. PAIR OF ORIENTAL STYLE TABLE LAMPS.

846. CONTEMPORARY CIRCULAR MAHOGANY COFFEE TABLE.

847. CONTEMPORARY DINING TABLE WITH 6 CHAIRS AND ONE LEAF.

848. LENOX HOLIDAY DINNER SERVICE.

849. HENREDON "SCENE ONE" BEDROOM SUITE; COMPRISING 4-SECTION LIGHTED MODULAR HEADBOARD WITH 2 TALL STANDS, PLATFORM BED, 4-DRAWER, WARDROBE AND A 7-DRAWER DRESSER.

850. PAIR OF BRASS AND GLASS TABLE LAMPS.

851. LEATHER UPHOLSTERED SWIVEL CHAIR WITH OTTOMAN.

852. DREXEL GLASS FRONT CHINA CABINET.

853. (3) FRAMED FRENCH PRINTS, STREET SCENES.

854. FRANCISCAN "DESERT ROSE" PARTIAL DINNER SERVICE.

855. CONTEMPORARY DINING TABLE WITH 2 LEAVES.

856. CONTEMPORARY ORIENTAL STYLE RUG. (APPROX. 7'X 5').

857. (2) VICTORIAN STYLE BUTTON BACK PARLOR CHAIRS.

858. EARLY 20TH C. BUFFET DUX CORPS
859. BRASS AND GLASS COFFEE TABLE.
860. DECORATIVE FRAMED PRINT, "SAILBOATS". (APPROX. 19" X 32").
861. JACOBEAN 4-DOOR CHINA HUTCH.
862. (2) FRAMED DECORATIVE TILE WALL HANGINGS. NAUTICAL THEME.
863. JAPANESE PORCELAIN LUNCHEON SERVICE.
864. JACOBEAN DINING TABLE WITH BUILT IN LEAF WITH (6) UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS AND A SIDEBOARD.
865. (3) BRASS FLOOR LAMPS.
866. MID 20TH C. TEAK 4-DRAWER CHEST.
867. FAUX MARBLE PEDESTAL END TABLE.
868. (2) DECORATIVE FRAMED PRINTS.
869. GILT FRAMED BEVELED MIRROR.
870. (6) TABLE LAMPS.
871. FRAMED OIL ON CANVAS, FOREST BRIDGE, SIGNED L/R, E. FRANKLAND. (APPROX. 24" X 18").
872. FRAMED SIGNED AND NUMBERED PRINT, "MICHÉ LA GIANTE", #25/99, SIGNED LOWER RIGHT. (OVERALL: APPROX. 29" X 23").
873. PAINTED 3-DRAWER CHEST.
874. EASTLAKE MIRRORED 5-DRAWER CHEST WITH MARBLE INSERT.
875. CIRCULAR TABLE.
876. FRAMED PRINT OF VERSAILLES.
877. MID 20TH C. TEAK 3-DRAWER CHEST.
878. (3) TABLE LAMPS INCL. A PAIR OF MILK GLASS TABLE LAMPS.
879. CIRCA 1920S WALNUT MIRROR BACK SIDEBOARD.
880. (2) FLOOR LAMPS INCL. BRASS RATCHETING FLOOR LAMP.
881. PAIR OF GILT FRAMED MIRRORS.
882. 4-PC WHITE WICKER FURNITURE SET; DISPLAY STAND, DESK WITH CHAIR AND A SIDE TABLE.
883. WHITE WICKER ARMOIRE, DISPLAY STAND AND A HEADBOARD.
884. OAK CASED WALL CLOCK.
885. BUTTON BACK SIDE CHAIR.
886. CONTEMPORARY LARGE, GLASS FRONT CHINA CABINET.
887. 4-PC WHITE WICKER BEDROOM SET.
888. (3) TABLE LAMPS.
889. PAIR OF MCGUIRE RATTAN ARM CHAIRS AND (2) NESTED TABLES.
890. (2) GILT FRAMED FLORAL PRINTS.
891. VICTORIAN OAK CASED MANTEL CLOCK.
892. 10-LIGHT BRASS CHANDELIER.
893. WOVEN WALL DECORATION.
894. VERMONT 6-DRAWER BEDROOM CHEST.
895. PAIR OF 19TH C. BLACK AND WHITE PORCELAIN BOWLS. (APPROX. 6" DIA).
896. (5) CRYSTAL MARTINI GLASSES.
897. APPROX. (19) DEMI TASSE PORCELAIN CUPS AND SAUCERS.
898. (2) KOREAN CELLEDON VASES, "CLOUDS AND BIRDS".
899. (3) ROYAL DOULTON BUNNY KIN FIGURES WITH BOXES.
900. PAIR OF ORIENTAL CERAMIC VASES.
901. (4) "JOSEPH ORIGINALS" FIGURINES.

902. CAITHNESS VASE, CELEDON SALAD BOWL AND (8) MATCHING BOWLS.

903. (2) ORIENTAL CERAMIC BOWLS AND (5) CERAMIC SPOONS.

904. ROYAL DOULTON CHARACTER JUG, "THE FALCONER". (APPROX. 7.5" TALL).

905. ORIENTAL BRONZE POT WITH CARVED QUAN YIN HANDLE.

906. 19TH C. FIGURAL PORCELAIN VASE. (APPROX. 6.5" TALL).

907. ORIENTAL PORCELAIN HORSE D'OEUVRES SET IN PRESENTATION BOX.

908. (2) ORIENTAL PORCELAIN VASES.

909. BRONZE HORSE FIGURAL SCULPTURE.

910. (7) CONTINENTAL POTTERY LUNCHEON PLATES.

911. (3) PURPLE ART GLASS VASES AND A TIFFANY & CO. VOTIVE.

912. HELEN WARREN DESIGNER MAHOGANY BOWL ON STERLING SILVER BASE. (APPROX. 6 3/4" TALL, 10" WIDE).

913. ORIENTAL CERAMIC VASE WITH FIGURAL FLORAL DECORATION.

914. (2) BIRDS NESTS WITH EGGS.

915. (5) SPANISH NAO FIGURINES WITH BOXES.

916. MINIATURE VECTOR BLOW TORCH.

917. ORIENTAL PORCELAIN TEA SET.

918. LLADRO PORCELAIN FIGURE OF A GIRL AND A LLADRO BELL. (WITH BOXES).

919. GROUP OF LIMOGES AND BAVARIAN GOLD RIMMED CHINA.

920. (12) LENOX PORCELAIN DINNER PLATES FOR GUMP & SONS.

921. (4) SPANISH NAO PORCELAIN FIGURES.

922. "A. BELCARI" CERAMIC LEOPARD SCULPTURE.

923. SET OF (3) GRADUATING WALL MIRRORS.

924. CIRCA 1920S WALNUT FRAMED SCROLL ARM SOFA.

925. PAINTED 4-DRAWER CHEST.

926. LEATHER UPHOLSTERED CAMEL BACK STOOL.

927. 4-DRAWER WRITING DESK WITH CHAIR.

928. EARLY 20TH C. CARVED OAK BUFFET DEUX CORPS.

929. PAINTED ORIENTAL SIDEBOARD. (6971446.ORI.2). #6971446-2

930. PAIR OF HEAVY DUTY LARGE CAMERA CASES.

931. (4) BOXES OF RECORDS.

932. PAIR OF 3-TIER SIDE TABLES.

933. (5) AUTOMOTIVE PRINTS.

934. HAND WOVEN PICTORIAL RUG. (APPROX. 5.5' X 3.5').

935. MAPLE GLASS TOP CHINA HUTCH.

936. SET OF (3) BOTANICAL PRINTS.

937. (2) TABLE LAMPS AND A FLOOR LAMP INCL. STIFFL.

938. UPHOLSTERED SLEEPER SOFA.

939. CONTEMPORARY 2-DRAWER COFFEE TABLE.

940. LEATHER UPHOLSTERED SWIVEL BAR CHAIR.
941. ALUMINUM LIGHT WEIGHT PUSH / TRANSPORT CHAIR.

941A. PAIR OF VICTORIAN STYLE SIDE CHAIRS.

942. "ESTEY" MAHOGANY CASED UPRIGHT PIANO WITH BENCH.


944. GROUP OF BOOKS AND EPHEMERA.

945. VICTORIAN MAHOGANY MARBLE TOP SIDEBOARD.

946. PAINTED SINGLE DOOR NIGHT STAND.

947. MAHOGANY COFFEE TABLE.

948. TEA CART AND A SIDE TABLE.

949. CONTEMPORARY OAK CHINA CABINET.

950. PAIR OF AVIAN BIRD PRINTS.

951. OAK KITCHEN TABLE WITH 4 CHAIRS AND ONE LEAF.

952. ETHAN ALLEN 4-DRAWER DESK WITH BOOKSHELF.

953. NEEDLEPOINT TAPESTRY. (APPROX. 8' X 5').

954. MAHOGANY FRAMED DOMED TOP WALL MIRROR.

955. ORIENTAL BRASS SERVING TRAY. (APPROX. 30" DIA).

956. PAINTED 9-DRAWER DRESSER WITH AN ASSOCIATED SLIDING DOOR CUPBOARD.

957. DECORATIVE GILT FRAMED MIRROR.

958. GROUP OF TABLE AND FLOOR LAMPS. (3).

959. CHERRY WOOD KNEE HOLE DESK.

960. MAGAZINE HOLDER, SMOKING STAND AND AN END TABLE.

961. CIRCA 1920S. MAHOGANY 2-DOOR GLASS FRONT CHINA CABINET.

962. GILT FRAMED WALL MIRROR.

963. CIRCA 1930S UPHOLSTERED PARLOR CHAIR.

964. SHELF OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS IN BOXES.

965. SHELF OF ASSTD. GAMES AND TOYS.

966. SHELF OF AUTOMOTIVE TOOLS AND RELATED ITEMS.

967. SHELF OF MIRRORS AND TRIPOD.

968. GROUP OF ART GLASS AND OTHER STEMMED FLOWERS.

969. SHELF OF ASSTD. HARDWARE.

970. SHELF OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES INCL. SPACE HEATERS, FANS ETC.

971. (2) SHELVES OF GLASSWARE.

972. (2) SHELVES OF ASSTD. CHINA.

973. SHELF OF ASSTD. TOOLS.

974. SHELF OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS INCL. WICKER TRAYS, CANDLES.

975. SHELF OF CHINA, METALWARE AND KNICK KNACKS.

976. SHELF OF BLUE POTTERY AND DISHWARE.

977. (2) SHELVES OF CHINA CUPS, TEAPOTS ETC.

978. SHELF OF KITCHENWARE.

979. SHELF OF HOUSEHOLD AND DECORATIVE ITEMS.

980. BOX OF X-10 HOME LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM.

981. SHELF OF CHINA AND ORIENTAL ITEMS.
ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
1024. GROUP OF OUTDOOR ITEMS; CROQUET SET, GOLF CLUBS, SHUFFLE BOARD, EXERCISE CHAIR ETC.
1025. GROUP OF DECORATIVE ARTWORK.
1026. FOLDING TABLE AND 4 CHAIRS.
1027. (3) BOXES OF PERIODICALS.
1028. (3) BOXES OF GLASSWARE.
1029. (2) OFFICE CHAIRS.
1030. (9) BOXES OF GLASSWARE, HOUSEHOLD, KNICK KNACKS ETC.
1031. (4) CANE SEATED CHAIRS.
1032. "LINEAR' ALUMINUM RECUMBENT BICYCLE.
1033. CONTEMPORARY SINGLE DRAWER CABINET.
1034. GAMES TABLE WITH 4 CHAIRS.
1035. PORSCHE 914 TRANSMISSION.
1036. "RB COMPONENTS" STAINLESS STEEL BBQ COMPANION, WALL RACK WITH PULL OUT SHELF.
1037. PAIR OF CHEVY EXHAUST MANIFOLDS.
1038. CARBURETOR AND INTAKE MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY.
1039. GROUP OF CAMPING CHAIRS. (9).
1040. (3) BOXES OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS.
1041. (4) BOXES OF BOOKS.
1042. APPROX. (9) BOXES OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS.
1043. (3) FANS.
1044. GROUP OF HOLIDAY DECORATIONS.
1045. SHELF OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS.
1046. SHELF OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS.
1047. PAIR OF TEAK KIDNEY SHAPED GARDEN BENCHES.
1048. PAIR OF TERRA COTTA FIRE POTS.
1049. (2) PALLETS OF MARBLE TILE. (12" X 12" EACH, APPROX. 420 SQ. FT).
1050. RIDGID 10" TABLE SAW.
1051. CRAFTSMAN ROUTER AND TABLE.
1052. CRAFTSMAN 10" RADIAL SAW.
1053. CRAFTSMAN 10" RADIAL ARM SAW.
1054. SANBORN 2 1/2 HP AIR COMPRESSOR.
1055. WEBER GAS GRILL.
1056. ELECTRIC BRUSH CHIPPER AND RYOBI TRIMMER ATTACHMENT.
1057. STEEL UNDERSINK CABINET. (IN BOX).
1058. SUITE OF BLACK CANVAS UPHOLSTERED GARDEN FURNITURE; BEVELED EDGE GLASS TOP TABLE, PAIR OF LARGE ARMCHAIRS, 3 ARMCHAIRS AND AN OTTOMAN.
1059. BASKETBALL SPORTCOURT WITH OTHER SPORT ACCESSORIES. (HOCKEY NET, MINI SKATE BOARD RAMP ETC. COURT ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED).
1060. PAIR OF METAL PATIO CHAIRS.
1061. GLASS TOP PATIO TABLE WITH 5 CHAIRS.
1062. TERRA COTTA 2-HANDLED URN. (APPROX. 4' TALL).
1063. (2) GARDEN STATUES AND A METAL GARDEN HOSE STAND.
1064. CONTEMPORARY OFFICE DESK. (DISASSEMBLED).
1065. NEO SHAPER EXERCISE MACHINE.

ITEMS MUST BE "PAID" FOR, AFTER AUCTION. UNCOLLECTED ITEMS SUBJECT TO $5/LOT/DAY STORAGE FEES. BRING YOUR OWN ASSISTANTS TO MOVE HEAVY ITEMS.
1066. (2) CONTEMPORARY BLACK LAMINATE DISPLAY STANDS.

1067. (4) BOXES OF GLASS AND CHINA.

1068. (6) BOXES OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS.

1069. (2) WICKER ARM CHAIRS.

1070. GARDEN TOOLS AND STOOLS.

1071. (3) BOXES OF HOLIDAY DECORATIONS.

1072. (3) BOXES POWER STRIPS, POWER CORDS, AUDIO / VIDEO CABLES AND CAT5 ETHERNET CABLE AND OTHER CABLES.

1073. MAHOGANY TWIN BED AND A SPOOL CRIB.

1074. NORDICTRACK EXERCISE MACHINE.

1075. METAL PATIO TABLE WITH 4 CHAIRS.

1076. GROUP OF WORKSHOP ITEMS INCL. SAW HORSES, FLOOR JACK, DOLLY ETC.

1077. GLASS TOP TABLE WITH 2 CHAIRS.

1078. (2) ALUMINUM LADDERS.

1079. 3-SHELF OPEN BOOKCASE.

1080. FOLDING TABLE AND 2 STANDS.

1081. EARLY 20TH C. PAINTED WICKER SIDE TABLE.

1082. BROWN & JORDAN PATIO SET; TABLE WITH 4 CHAIRS, ARMCHAIR AND OTTOMAN.

1083. (7) PCS. OF PATIO FURNITURE.

1084. ALUMINUM EXTENSION LADDER.

1085. (2) CIRCULAR WICKER TABLES AND (4) CHAIRS.

1086. PATIO GLIDER, 3 CHAIRS AND A SIDE TABLE.

1087. CONTEMPORARY OVAL DINING TABLE.

1088. PAINTED WICKER ARMCHAIR.